
 

Noisy Nest, Shoot the Freak and Easy Rhino Productions present 
“Smoke” by Kim Davies 
Directed by Amanda Bird 
Starring Hope Lauren and Henri Esteve 
October 7th - October 30, 2021 

A classic New York style loft, nestled in Downtown Los Angeles, becomes the witness, catalyst 
and accomplice at a Harlem BDSM party.  The gray area between play, danger, consent, and 
volatile shifts of power are exacerbated by a coincidental encounter of an old hat party go-er, 
and fresh meat. Previews begin Thursday, October 7th at 7:30 pm. The show runs a total of 12 
performances through October 30, 2021. Tickets are now on sale for $40.00 at 
www.NoisyNest.com/smoke - press or group inquiries please email Bird@noisynest.com. 

John and Julie meet accidentally at a BDSM 
party in New York City. She’s an aspiring college 
dropout living a privileged life under the 
shadow of her “famous photographer” father. 
He is a jaded ‘artist’ who happens to be her 
father’s intern.  The two step into flirtation and 
quickly find out they have more in common 
than Julie’s dad. Lines are blurred, boundaries 
are pushed and kinks are revealed. No one , 
including the audience, leaves unscathed.  

“Smoke is a mirror that no one wants to look 
into willingly, but should often.” Said Smoke 
director and Noisy Nest artistic director Bird. 
“John and Julie are two trains speeding toward 
each other with no concept of or attention paid 
to the consequences of the impending 
wreckage.” 

http://www.NoisyNest.com/smoke


This co-production is presented by Noisy Nest, Shoot The Freak and Easy Rhino Productions. Stars 
Henri Esteve (Freeform’s Grown-ish,  ABC’s Revenge and Amazon Primes’ Homecoming) as John, 
and Hope Lauren (The CW’s The Republic of Sarah, MTV’s Awkward, the CW’s Supergirl) as 
Julie. Smoke marks Esteve’s first production with Noisy Nest, and Lauren’s 4th. 

Set, lights and sound design were a collaboration between Bird 
(LACC Technical Theater Entertainment Technology), the 
elements available within and outside of the sight-specific 
“theater”, making sure elements of naturalism imbued the 
history of the play by Miss Julie playwright August Strindberg. 
Costume design was meticulously devised by Bird, who studied 
costume design and construction at the American Academy of 
Dramatic Arts, along with Esteve and Lauren to make each item 
of clothing, undergarments and accessories feel as lived in or as 
foreign as possible.  

Holly Hubbell, graduate of the performing arts school at SCAD, 
is the fight and intimacy choreographer for the production. 
Hubbell, who directed and choreographed a workshop of Smoke 
with Bird in 2020, has a personal connection with the story which is palpable in her visceral 
and eerily real choreography. Hubbell began her training in 2009 under Martin Noyes and later 
taught along side him. Hubbell is certified in various weapons such as firearms, rapier & 
dagger, broadsword & shield.  She is an advocate of creating a safe work environment for all 
the talent and crew involved while still pushing the boundaries of choreography in a physical 
and psychological way. 

Smoke is the first full length play by new American playwright Kim Davies. Davies is a 
member of Youngblood and the New Georges Jam. Smoke recently premiered at the Flea 
Theater for a thrice-extended run and was a New York Times and Time Out New York Critics' 
Pick. Davies’ short works, including Sensitive Young Men, Untitled Play about Balls, Miss 
Authenticity, and The Love of Richard Nixon, have been produced with the Ensemble Studio 
Theatre, the Weasel Festival, and the 24 Hour Plays. Her plays have received readings and 
development with the Flea Theater, Partial Comfort Productions, and the Lark Play 
Development Center, among others. She is a recent graduate of Mac Wellman and Erin 
Courtney's MFA in playwriting at Brooklyn College. 

Smoke runs October 7th through October 30th, 2021 at the historic Spring Tower Lofts in 
Downtown Los Angeles (639 S Spring St, Los Angeles CA 90014). Tickets are $40.00 and are 
available at www.NoisyNest.com/smoke. Doors open at 7:15pm, the show begins at 7:30pm. Due 
to the intimate nature of this show, there is no late entry. All attendees must be at least 18 

http://www.NoisyNest.com/smoke


years old, and present a valid Covid19 vaccination record or a negative Covid19 test taken 
within 72 hours of the performance. To read more about trigger warning for this production, 
please visit www.NoisyNest.com/smoke  

ABOUT NOISY NEST  
Noisy Nest is a theatrical production company founded in 2012 by Los Angeles native Amanda 
Bird.  It was created as a landing space for wondering artists, a touchstone to the root of ones 
artistic integrity. Noisy Nest's mission is to not only create and produce risky and audacious 
theatrical events but to also inspire, prepare and encourage artists in their processes. We focus 
on the vulnerable bits of being human, the parts that society expects us to suppress and hide. 
Noisy Nest waves our middle fingers in the air whilst diving into the mess, not to clean it up, 
but to connect and create within it. We approach all of our work this way- wether we are 
producing a play, hosting an event, coaching a client for an audition- Noisy Nest artists make 
bold moves. Since its creation, Noisy Nest has functioned as a company with a focus on 
accessible resources for Actors at every stage of their careers. We offer workshops, self tape 
services, audition coaching, one-on-one classes and events to inspire both artist and layperson.  
2020 shifted the landscape of live theater, maybe for now - maybe for forever... but Artists are 
resilient and resourceful. The show must, indeed, go on.

http://www.NoisyNEst.com/smoke

